We measure intensity statistics and identify statistical regimes and crossovers in random lasers based on nonresonant feedback. A single parameter extracted from an α-stable Levy fit is used to characterize the intensity distributions in all regimes. Measurements made over a range of scattering strengths, excitation energies, and sample sizes enable us to demarcate three regimes of intensity statistics and the corresponding crossovers. An initial subthreshold Gaussian regime abruptly transits into a Levy regime at the random lasing threshold, which is followed by a continuous gradual crossover toward a second Gaussian regime. We find that the prominence of the Levy regime depends upon the sample size.
Random lasers are fascinating mesoscopic systems that synergize multiple scattering of light and optical amplification [1] [2] [3] [4] . The emission from this system yields narrowband spectra that consist of ultranarrow modes with subnanometer bandwidth under certain conditions. Such emission, identified as coherent random lasing, has been shown to originate from various causes such as resonant feedback either from localized modes [5] , from two-scatterer cavities [6] , or from nonresonant feedback that manifests modes extended over the system [7] . Random lasing systems have attracted significant theoretical and numerical attention in recent years [8] . Of late, considerable activity has taken place in studies of nonGaussian statistical features of such systems. Specifically, Levy statistics defined by power-law tails have been demonstrated both in nonresonant [9] and resonant [10] random lasers. It was shown via theoretical and numerical calculations that a system with nonresonant feedback should exhibit transitions of Levy and Gaussian intensity statistics, depending upon physical parameters such as the sample size or the gain coefficient [11] .
Levy statistics has acquired great attention in recent years due to its occurrence in a variety of physical situations [12] . In the context of nonresonant random lasers, the power-law distribution owes its origins to the "change of variable" scenario, explained as follows. In random lasers with nonresonant feedback, the total path lengths L of the extended modes have an exponentially small probability to be large, PL ∝ exp − L hLi . But the intensity gathered by the mode is exponentially proportional to L (I ∝ exp
), where ℓ g is the gain length. Accordingly, using the change of variable, the distribution of intensities of the modes are expected to decay as a power-law, with PI ∝ I −1μ , where μ ℓ g hLi . The value of the power-law exponent μ chalks out the various regimes of statistics of intensity of nonresonant random lasers [11] .
In this Letter, we present the first measurement of statistical regimes of coherent random lasers under nonresonant feedback over a wide range of excitation energy under short-pulsed excitation. A fit on the entire dataset of intensities was carried out using an α-stable distribution, the tail exponent of which was used to characterize the statistics. A map of α over varying excitation energies and disorder strengths is illustrated, which revealed an abrupt transition from a prelasing Gaussian regime to the fat-tailed Levy regime, followed by a continuous and gradual crossover toward Gaussian behavior. Our measurements are in very good agreement with the theoretical predictions of statistical regimes.
In our experiments, the sample used to study coherent random lasing was made up of Rhodamine 6G dye dissolved in methanol, at various concentrations ranging from~2.5 to 5 mM. Dielectric nanoparticles (ZnO, n ref 2, size ∼10 nm) were suspended in the solution to create disorder. The scatterer concentration was varied from 2.6 × 10 14 cc −1 to 5 × 10 14 cc −1 , whereby the mean free path ℓ varied from 2.4 to 1.3 mm at λ 557.5 nm. The sample was excited by a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser (λ 532.8 nm), with pulse width ∼30 ps. The emission was observed on a spectrometer with spectral resolution of 0.2 nm. Figure 1 exhibits six single-shot spectra, summarizing the observed spectral features from the random lasing system. At weak pump energies, E p 0.3 μJ, [ Fig. 1(a) ], the gain is insufficient to create spectral narrowing or generate coherent modes. The emission comprises the fluorescence from the amplifying medium and is insensitive to the disordered environment. As the pump energy crosses the threshold of excitation at E p 0.6 μJ, coherent modes are generated at random frequencies [ Fig. 1(b) ], with the modal bandwidth limited by the measurement resolution. Each coherent mode here originates from an amplified mode that is realized over an extended region in the gain subvolume. Strong intensity and frequency fluctuations are observed from the spectra at these excitation energies. Under stronger excitation, E p 3.2 μJ, a large number of nonresonant modes are generated, which tend to average out the coherent modes, leading to broadened spectra [ Fig. 1(c)] .
A wavelength λ 557.5 nm in the central part of the gain profile was chosen for analysis. The distribution was built over 2000 spectra. A "time series" of intensity values is displayed in Fig. 2 to make the intensity fluctuations evident. The mean intensity systematically increases, as is expected with increasing gain in the system. However, the fluctuations (the ratio of standard deviation σ to the mean μ) show a nonmonotonic behavior. At the energy E p 0.6 μJ, just above the threshold, strong fluctuations (∼76%) are observed in the intensity values. An indicative dotted line is plotted in (a) and (c), which suggests a ceiling on the achievable variance in the intensity statistics. However, no such ceiling can be identified in plot (b), indicative of a diverging second moment, which is at the root of non-Gaussian statistics that leads to fattailed distributions. The distribution of the intensity values I i at the three excitation levels is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The intensity distribution above threshold were observed to be consistently leptokurtic. In this work, instead of fitting powerlaw decays to the fat tails of intensity distribution, we employ an α-stable Levy fit [13] , which has been used earlier in distributions involving asymptotic power-law behavior [14] . The calculation was carried out using standard regression-type estimation of parameters [15] . The tail exponent α of the computed profile indicates the statistical regime, with α 2 being the Gaussian, and α < 2, being the Levy regime. An important motivation in using an α-stable fit is to use one single function to fit over all regimes, so that the variation in the obtained parameters completely describes the shift in statistics. Routine power-law tail-fitting procedures work well at intensities where the power-law behavior is clearly evident. Besides, a power-law fit is susceptible to subjectivity involved in determining the range of fit, and also on the binning procedure of intensity distribution. Figure 3(a) , normalized to the median, shows PI at E p 0.3 μJ, the prelasing excitation where coherent modes are yet to set in. As expected, the distribution shows a Gaussian character, with the α-stable Levy distribution fit yielding an α 2.0, corresponding to the Gaussian distribution. When the random laser crosses threshold (E p 0.6 μJ), the large variance manifests a fat-tailed distribution as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The algorithm yields an α 1.19, indicating a strong nonGaussian character. Finally, at E p 3.2 μJ, the random laser is under strong excitation where modal averaging is prevalent. Just as the spectrum starts averaging out, so does the distribution start losing its leptokurtic character. The α-stable calculation yields a value of 1.89, which is quite close to 2. Thus, at this excitation, the distribution shows an approach to Gaussian, but it is not out of the Levy regime completely.
Using the alpha exponents obtained from the fits, we constructed a map to identify the statistical regimes. A set of scattering samples were studied, all under the weak scattering regimes, excited at varying pump energies. The focal spot size illuminating the system was varied so as to verify a sample size dependence that has been theoretically expected. Over the range of study reported herein, we found distributions with α ranging from 1.1 to 2. Figure 4 illustrates the maps for three different focal spot sizes, namely, (a) ∼60 μm, (b) ∼120 μm, and (c) ∼250 μm. In maps (a) and (b), a common behavior can be observed. Three regimes of statistical behavior can be demarcated, as indicated by the ellipses in map (a). An initial regime of total Gaussian statistics (α 2) describes the subthreshold behavior of the random laser. The next regime is characterized by a rather checkered map of α, where the exponent ranges from 1.1 to close to 1.7. This is clearly a Levy regime, indicating the large intensity fluctuations created by the amplified extended modes. While the second regime clearly shows Levy behavior overall, the rapidly varying exponent emphasizes the statistical fluctuations in the modal dynamics and its extreme sensitivity to excitation and disorder conditions. Finally, the next regime of statistics is marked by the third ellipse, which shows the α to range from 1.7 to about 2; i.e., α ≤ 2. This is the third regime of intensity statistics, where a convergence toward a Gaussian behavior is evident. The first transition (marked by the left arrow) from Gaussian to Levy is seen to be abrupt, evident from the map at the intersection of the first two ellipses. The right arrow indicates the onset of the gradual and continuous crossover from the Levy toward Gaussian statistics. Although the α remains under two, we still label this as another regime, motivated by the extent of the approach-to-Gaussian behavior, and by the fact that complete Gaussian behavior is very hard to achieve over the range of excitation energies. The third map, (c), corresponding to the largest focal spot (∼250 μm) shows different behavior. The prethreshold range is quite large, with no ultranarrow modes generated in that range. The first transition occurs when the α shifts from 2 to ∼1.7, at excitation energy corresponding to the threshold. Thus, the system already goes into a weakly Levy regime, with no evidence of strong Levy statistics, as seen in the earlier two cases. Thus, a clear dependence on sample size is observed, with the larger size exhibiting weak Levy statistics. We note that these experiments were carried out over a wide range of excitation energies with a bid to trace out the statistical regimes. In fine-tuned experiments at the random lasing threshold, evidence of subunity α (α ∼ 0.8-0.9) was obtained.
In conclusion, we have identified the regimes and crossovers in intensity statistics of nonresonant random lasers for various sample sizes. We have used an α-stable fit that takes into account the entire intensity distribution. The α maps clearly illustrate three regimes of intensity statistics, a prethreshold Gaussian regime, a Levy regime above the threshold, followed by a near-Gaussian regime when the system is pumped well above threshold. For a larger system size, the Levy regime was only weakly prominent. Our studies underline the rich statistical behavior in random lasing and provide another physical manifestation for non-Gaussian statistics. 
